


































































ÉictinearijMSSC 6000

AInoffengntdIue
Mon Apr 3 11 59pm

Fri Apr 7 no class
Mon Apr 10 no lecture home work day

no OH

Topic 12 Simulated Annealing

Spoons

Hillclimbing only allows moves that
improve the score sometimes with
random restarts

SI worsening moves are accepted with
some probability





































































At the start the system has

a high temperature and the probability of

accepting a worse move is high

Over time the system cools and the
probability decreases slowly to 0

Very high temp basically doing a random

walk accepting every tweak

Very low basically hill climbing

Idea as the system cools
you hope to wander

onto a good hill and get stuck there

assume maximizingIijstEEisittitempist
current sol

s tweakCx maybe the new so l





































































Define D score s score x

If D 0 s is an improvement over x

alway accept
If Deo accept with probability

pee
from physics

Since Deo DIT E 0
Oc edits i

n ex
T being higher

Egfr

4 is lower

EI D 5 F I 4 5

D 5 T to 4 50

Cothesihythe temperature changes over

time
We control this





































































Geometric most common
Pick some 0cal ahead of
time

new temp Cold temps a

EI initial temp lo x 0.9
10 9 78.1 7.29

will never hit o
2 0.9 is pretty fast
4 0.95 0.98 0.99 is good

Tn To x

temp after I initial temp
a coolings

Linear Pick a number P 0

new temp old temp p
If you cool too much you'll
have

negatgesudtentifraytiaccept every
worse solution

Many more cooling schedules including





































































non monotone ones

ÉÉh an initial temperature T How

x random solution
best x

How long

For a while How long

É

s tweak x
D score s score x
if D 0

x s
if scored score best
best x

else
p random in F D
if rce o

x s

adjust the temp according to the
cooling schedule





































































with probability 10 I want to

print hi

if randomC 20.1

print hi


